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#PIT3116A: Engine Stalls When Air Conditioning Is 

Turned On At Idle - keywords HVAC rough condition 

CJ2 CJ3 surge - (Dec 15, 2006)  

 

This PI was updated to include models through 2007. Please discard PIT3116. 

The following diagnosis might be helpful if the vehicle exhibits the symptom(s) described in this PI. 

Condition/Concern: 

Engine may stall with the air-conditioner on and or while adding additional loads to the engine at 

idle. An example of an addition load would be turning the steering wheel left or right with the air-

conditioning on. This type of stall usually occurs during idle or slow parking lot maneuvers. This 

concern may not set any diagnostic trouble codes. 

Recommendation/Instructions: 

Clean the throttle body bore and the throttle valve plate using a clean shop towel with GM top 

engine cleaner, GM P/N 1052626 (Canadian P/N 993026) or AC-Delco Carburetor Tune-Up 

Conditioner, P/N X66-P, or an equivalent product. 

Please follow this diagnostic or repair process thoroughly and complete each step. If the condition 

exhibited is resolved without completing every step, the remaining steps do not need to be 

performed. If these steps do not resolve the condition, please contact GM TAC for further 

diagnostic assistance. 

Subject: Engine Stalls When Air Conditioning Is Turned On at Idle

Models: 2004-2007 Buick Rainier

2002-2007 Chevrolet Trailblazer and Trailblazer EXT

2002-2007 GMC Envoy, Envoy XL and Envoy XUV 

2002-2004 Oldsmobile Bravada

2005-2007 Saab 97x

GM bulletins are intended for use by professional technicians, NOT a "do-it-yourselfer".  They are written to inform 

these technicians of conditions that may occur on some vehicles, or to provide information that could assist in the 

proper service of a vehicle.  Properly trained technicians have the equipment, tools, safety instructions, and know-how 

to do a job properly and safely.  If a condition is described, DO NOT assume that the bulletin applies to your vehicle, or 

that your vehicle will have that condition.  See your GM dealer for information on whether your vehicle may benefit 

from the information. 
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